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1. INTRODUCTION
There are 3 generalized Kac–Moody algebras or superalgebras which
represent the physical states of a string moving on a certain variety, namely
the monster algebra, the fake monster algebra [B], and the fake monster
superalgebra [S]. The no-ghost theorem from string theory can be used to
construct actions of finite groups on these algebras. For example, the
monster group acts on the monster algebra. Applying elements of the finite
groups to the Weyl denominator identity of these algebras gives twisted
denominator identities. They can be calculated explicitly because the simple
roots of the algebras are known. For the monster algebra and the fake
monster algebra this has been done in [B]. There Borcherds used the
twisted denominator identities of the monster algebra to prove the
moonshine conjectures. In this paper we calculate twisted denominator
identities of the fake monster superalgebra and use them to prove new
infinite product identities and to construct new generalized Kac–Moody
superalgebras. We also obtain generalizations of Jacobi’s classical identity.
We describe the sections of this paper.
In the second section we recall some facts about the fake monster
superalgebra and describe the action of an extension of the Weyl group of
E8 on this algebra.
Then we describe some properties of the double cover 2.Aut(E8).
In Section 4 we derive the general expression for the twisted denominator
identity corresponding to elements of odd order.
In Section 5 we construct generating functions that allow us to calculate
the twisted denominator identities explicitly. We also give very short proof
of Jacobi’s identity and generalizations thereof.
In the last section we calculate the twisted denominator identities expli-
citly using modular functions. They give us new infinite product identities
and sometimes new generalized Kac–Moody superalgebras. Some of these
identities define automorphic forms for groups On, 2(R) of singular weight.
We will present the proof of this in a forthcoming paper.
2. THE FAKE MONSTER SUPERALGEBRA
In this section we recall some results about the fake monster super-
algebra from [S] and construct an action of 28.2.Aut(E8) on it. The main
difference to the bosonic case described in [B] is that we have to work with
a double cover of the automorphism group of the light cone lattice rather
than with the automorphism group of that lattice.
The fake monster superalgebra G can be constructed as the space of
physical states of a chiral N=1 superstring moving on a 10 dimensional
torus. G is a generalized Kac–Moody superalgebra. The root lattice of G is
the 10 dimensional even unimodular Lorentzian lattice II9, 1=E8 À II1, 1. A
nonzero element a ¥ II9, 1 is a root of G if and only if a2 [ 0. In particular G
has no real roots. This reflects the fact that the superstring has no
tachyons. The multiplicity of a root a is given by mult0(a)=mult1(a)=
[f](−a2/2) where [f](n) is the coefficient of qn in the Fourier expansion
of f(y)=8g(2y)8/g(y)16=8+128q+1152q2+7680q3+42112q4+·· · and g(y)
is the Dedekind eta function. f is a modular function of weight −4 for
C0(2). There are 2 cones of negative norm vectors in II9, 1. We define one of
them as the positive cone and denote the closure of the positive cone by
II+9, 1. Then the positive roots of G are the nonzero vectors in II
+
9, 1 and the
simple roots of G are the positive roots of norm 0. The simple roots have
multiplicity 8 as even and odd roots. The Cartan subalgebra of G is iso-
morphic to the vector space generated by II9, 1. The Weyl vector of G is 0
and the Weyl group is trivial because G has no real roots.
The group Spin8(R) is a double cover of SO8(R). By embedding Aut(E8)
into SO8(R) we obtain a natural double cover 2.Aut(E8) of Aut(E8). The
double cover 2.Aut(E8) has three 8 dimensional representations called
vector, spinor, and conjugate spinor representation. They are exchanged by
the triality automorphism.
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We construct an action of an extension of the double cover 2.Aut(E8)
on the fake monster superalgebra. The extension 28.Aut(E8) of Aut(E8) by
Hom(E8, Z2) acts naturally on the vertex algebra VE8 of the lattice E8. The
same holds for the extension of 2.Aut(E8) by 28 where 2.Aut(E8) acts in
the vector representation. The vector space E8 é R[t−1] t−1/2 is an abelian
subalgebra of the Heisenberg algebra E8 é R[t, t−1] t1/2. The exterior
algebra VNS of E8 é R[t−1] t−1/2 is a vertex superalgebra carrying a repre-
sentation of the Virasoro algebra. VNS decomposes into eigenspaces of L0
with eigenvalues in 12 Z. The double cover 2.Aut(E8) acts on VNS in the
vector representation. We define the vertex superalgebra V0=VNS é VE8 .
This algebra carries a representation of the Virasoro algebra of central
charge 4+8=12. We write V0, n for the subspace of L0-degree n ¥ 12 Z. The
vector space E8 é R[t−1] t−1 is an abelian subalgebra of the Heisenberg
algebra E8 é R[t, t−1]. We define VR as the tensor product of the exterior
algebra of E8 é R[t−1] t−1 with the sum S À C of two 8 dimensional spaces.
The double cover of Aut(E8) acts in the vector representation on the first
tensor factor and in the spinor resp. conjugate spinor representation on the
second factor. VR can be given the structure of a VNS-module. We decom-
pose VR=V
+
R À V−R where V+R is the subspace generated by vectors
d−n1 N · · · Nd−nk é v where v is in S if k is even and in C if k is odd and
analogously for V−R . The projection of VR on V
+
R is called GSO projection.
We define V1=V
+
R é VE8 and adopt the same notations as for V0. V1 carries
a representation the Virasoro algebra of central charge 12. Now
28 .2 .Aut(E8) acts on the fake monster superalgebra in the following way.
Since G is graded by II9, 1=E8 À II1, 1 it is also graded by II1, 1. We denote
the corresponding spaces Ga with a ¥ II1, 1, the even subspaces G0, a, and the
odd subspaces G1, a. All these spaces have natural E8-gradings. By the no-
ghost theorem (cf. [GSW, P, B]) we have the following isomorphisms of
E8-graded 28 .2 .Aut(E8)-modules. The even subspace G0, a is isomorphic to
V0, (1−a2)/2 for a ] 0 and to V0, 1/2 À R1, 1 for a=0. G1, a is isomorphic to
V1, (1−a2)/2 for a ] 0 and to V1, 1/2 with the subspace of E8-degree 0 removed
for a=0. This gives us a natural action of 28 .2 .Aut(E8) on the fake
monster superalgebra.
3. THE DOUBLE COVER OF Aut(E8)
Here we describe some properties of the double cover of Aut(E8).
If g ¥ 2.Aut(E8) has odd order N then gV, gS, and gC also have order N.
We define the type of g as the type of gV in Aut(E8).
The group Aut(E8)=2.O
+
8 (2).2 is described in the Atlas (cf. [C, p. 85]).
From the character q54 we can deduce the cycle shapes of elements of odd
order in 2.Aut(E8) in the three 8 dimensional representations. The
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results are summarized in the following proposition. We also give informa-
tion on sublattices of E8 there. We write E
gV
8 for the sublattice of E8 fixed
by gV and E
gV+
8 for its orthogonal complement. If d is a divisor of the
order of g we define Ld as the intersection E
gdV
8 5 EgV+8 . These lattices will
become important when we calculate the generating functions of the traces.
In the two cases where the lattices are not generated by norm 2 vectors we
give the Gram matrices of the lattices.
Proposition 3.1. The following tables describe the types and cycle
shapes of elements of odd order in 2.Aut(E8) and some related sublattices of
E8. For the classes of order one or prime order we have
Order Type Trace rV rS rC E
gV
8 E
gV+
8
1 1A 8 18 18 18 E8 0
3 3A 5 1531 1−434 1−434 E6 A2
3B −4 1−434 1−434 1531 0 E8
3C −4 1−434 1531 1−434 0 E8
3D −1 1−133 1−133 1−133 A2 E6
3E 2 1232 1232 1232 A2 À A2 A2 À A2
5 5A 3 1351 1−252 1−252 A4 A4
5B −2 1−252 1−252 1351 0 E8
5C −2 1−252 1351 1−252 0 E8
7 7A 1 1171 1171 1171 12
1
1
4
2 A6
There are 3 classes of order 9
Order Type Trace rV rS rC E
gV
8 L3 E
gV+
8
9 9A 2 123−191 1−191 1−191 A2 0 E6
9B −1 1−191 1−191 123−191 0 A2 E8
9C −1 1−191 123−191 1−191 0 A2 E8
and 3 classes of order 15
Order Type Trace rV rS rC
15 15A 0 3151 113−15−1151 113−15−1151
15B 1 113−15−1151 113−15−1151 3151
15C 1 113−15−1151 3151 113−15−1151
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with sublattices
Type EgV8 L3 L5 E
gV+
8
15A 12
1
1
8
2 A2 A4 A2 À A4
15B 0 0 0 E8
15C 0 0 0 E8
Proof. We describe the classes of type 3E and 9A as examples.
From the Atlas we get that the trace of elements in class 3E in the vector
representation is 2. Since the order is 3 the cycle shape in this representa-
tion is 1232. The Atlas also shows that the class 3E is invariant under
triality. This implies that elements of this class have the same cycle shape in
all 3 representations. We describe the E8 lattice in even coordinates and
choose as representative for the automorphism an element that maps
(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8) to (x1, x2, x4, x5, x3, x7, x8, x6). Then the 4
vectors b1=(1/2, 1/2, (1/2)3, (1/2)3), b2=(−1/2, −1/2, (1/2)3, (1/2)3),
b3=(−1/2, 1/2, (−1/2)3, (1/2)3), and b4=(−1/2, 1/2, (1/2)3, (−1/2)3)
span the fixpoint lattice. The nonzero products between them are b21=b
2
2=
b23=b
2
4=2 and b1b2=−b3b4=1. This implies that the fixpoint lattice is
A2 À A2. The elements of the orthogonal complement have to satisfy
x1=x2=0, and x3+x4+x5=x6+x7+x8=0. Hence E
gV+
8 is also A2 À A2.
Now we describe the class of type 9A. The cycle shape in the vector
representation can be calculated using the power maps. The triality auto-
morphism permutes the 3 classes of order 9 so that the cycle shapes of the
spinor and conjugate spinor representation are the same and equal to the
shape of class 9B and 9C in the vector representation. Now we construct an
automorphism of E8 of cycle shape 123−191 to calculate the fixpoint lattice.
The E8 lattice can be obtained by gluing together A2 and E6 with glue
vectors (0, 0), (1, 1) and (2, 2). The Weyl group of E6 is U4(2).2. An
element of type 9A in U4(2) defines an automorphism g of E6 with cycle
shape 3−191. This automorphism extends to E −6 and preserves the cosets of
E6 in the dual because it has odd order. We extend g further to E8 by trivial
action on A −2. This gives an automorphism of E8 with cycle shape 1
23−191.
Clearly the fixpoint sublattice is A2. The lattice fixed by g3 is the same A2
so that L3=0. The orthogonal complement of any A2 in E8 is E6.
The other cases can be treated similarly. This finishes the proof.
The case 3E with cycle shape 1232 is similar to g in 3B for the Leech
lattice L. In that case g has cycle shape 1636 and Lg=Lg + is the Coxeter–
Todd lattice.
We also remark that for all lattices Ld and E
gV+
8 =LN in the above tables
the theta functions of the cosets hc+Ld depend only on c
2/2 mod 1.
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4. THE TWISTED DENOMINATOR IDENTITIES
In this section we calculate twisted denominator identities of the fake
monster superalgebra corresponding to elements in 2.Aut(E8) of odd
order. The reason we restrict to such elements is that they allow for much
nicer multiplicity formulas. We will treat the even order case in a forth-
coming paper. In contrast to the monster and the fake monster algebra we
get two different twisted denominator identities because we are dealing
with superspaces. One is obtained by taking the ordinary trace and the
other by taking the supertrace on Lg(E)=Hg(E).
The fake monster superalgebra G, like any generalized Kac–Moody
superalgebra, can be written as E ÀH À F where H is the Cartan
subalgebra and E and F are the subalgebras corresponding to the positive
and negative roots. We have the standard sequence
· · · Q L2(E)Q L1(E)Q L0(E)Q 0
with homology groups Hi(E).
Note that E=E0 À E1 is a superspace so that the exterior algebra L(E)
is defined as the tensor algebra of E divided by the two sided ideal
generated by u é v+(−1) |u| |v| v é u.
The Euler–Poincaré principle implies
Lg(E)=Hg(E),
where Lg(E)=Án \ 0 (−1)n Ln(E) is the alternating sum of exterior powers
of E and Hg(E)=Án \ 0 (−1)n Hn(E) is the alternating sum of homology
groups of E. Both sides of this identity are graded by the root lattice II9, 1
of G and the homogeneous subspaces are finite dimensional. The homology
groups Hn(E) can be calculated in the same way as for Kac–Moody
algebras (cf. [B]). The result is that Hn(E) is the subspace of Ln(E)
spanned by the homogeneous vectors of Ln(E) of degree a ¥ II9, 1 with
a2=0. We can work out the homology groups of G explicitly because we
know the simple roots. Denote the subspace of Hg(E) with degree a ¥ II9, 1
by Hg(E)a and analogously for E. Let l be a primitive norm 0 vector in
II+9, 1. Then R ÀÁn > 0 Hg(E)nl=Lg(Án > 0 Enl). The denominator identity
of the fake monster superalgebra now follows easily by calculating the
character on both sides of Lg(E)=Hg(E).
More generally if g is an automorphism of G then g commutes with the
derivations di : L i(E)Q L i−1(E) and we get a sequence
· · · Q g(L2(E))Q g(L1(E))Q g(L0(E))Q 0 .
g induces an isomorphism between the homology groups of the two
complexes above. Hence we can apply g to both sides of Lg(E)=Hg(E)
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and take the trace. This gives a twisted denominator identity. It depends
only on the conjugacy class of g in the automorphism group of G.
Let g be an element of 2.Aut(E8) of odd order N. gV has a nice lift to
28.Aut(E8) of the same order because N is odd (cf. Lemma 12.1 in [B]).
We write g for the automorphism of G induced by this lift. Clearly this
automorphism also has order N.
The lattice E8 is selfdual and can be obtained by gluing the primitive
sublattices EgV8 and E
gV+
8 . This implies that the natural projection
p: R é E8 Q R é EgV8 maps E8 onto the dual lattice EgV8 Œ. We define the
Lorentzian lattice L=EgV8 À II1, 1 with dual lattice LŒ=EgV8 Œ À II1, 1 and
denote the closures of the canonical positive cones by L+ and LŒ+. The fake
monster superalgebra has a natural LŒ-grading. For a=(rŒ, a) ¥ LŒ we
define
E˜0, a=Áp(r)=rŒ E0, (r, a)
and analogously for E˜1, a.
Let gV and gS have cycle shapes a
b1
1 · · · a
bk
k and c
d1
1 · · · c
dm
m . Then
Theorem 4.1. The twisted denominator identity corresponding to g is
given by
D
a ¥ LŒ+
(1−ea)mult0(a)
(1+ea)mult1(a)
=1+C a(l) el,
where
mult0(a)= C
ds | ((a, L), N)
m(s)
ds
tr(gd | E˜0, a/ds)
mult1(a)= C
ds | ((a, L), N)
m(s)
ds
tr(gd | E˜1, a/ds)
and a(l) is the coefficient of qm in
D
i, j
g(aiy)bi g(cjy)dj
g(2cjy)dj
=D
i, j
D
n \ 1
(1−qain)bi
(1+qcjn)dj
if l is m times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
Proof. We consider both sides of Lg(E)=Hg(E) as LŒ-graded
g-modules. Lg(E) is isomorphic to Lg(E0) é Sg(E1) if we forget the super-
structure on E1. First we calculate the trace of g on Sg(E1). For that
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we recall some formulas. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space. Then
we have
C
n \ 0
(−1)n (dim Sn(V)) qn=(1+q)−dim V=exp 3 C
n > 0
(−1)n (dim V) qn/n4 .
The second equality can be proven by taking logarithms and using the
expansion log(1+q)=−;n > 0 (−1)n qn/n. This generalizes to
C
n \ 0
(−1)n tr(g | Sn(V)) qn=exp 3 C
n > 0
(−1)n tr(gn | V) qn/n4 .
Another formula we need is Sg(V1 À V2)=Sg(V1) é Sg(V2). Using these
two formulas we find that the trace of g on Sg(E1) is given by
exp 3 C
b ¥ LŒ+
C
n > 0
(−1)n tr(gn | E˜1, b) enb/n4 .
We want to express the trace in the form
D
b ¥ LŒ+
(1+eb)−mult1(b)=exp 3 C
b ¥ LŒ+
C
n > 0
(−1)n mult1(b) enb/n4 .
Taking logarithms and comparing coefficients at ea this implies
C
b ¥ LŒ+
nb=a
(−1)n tr(gn | E˜1, b)/n= C
b ¥ LŒ+
nb=a
(−1)n mult1(b)/n.
The vector a ¥ LŒ is a positive multiple m of a primitive vector in LŒ. It is
easy to see that m is equal to the greatest common divisor (a, L) of the
numbers (a, b), b ¥ L. The primitive vector generates a lattice that we
identify with Z. Then the right hand side of the last equation is the
convolution product of the arithmetic functions h(n)=(−1)n/n and
mult1(n). Hence
mult1(a)= C
ds | (a, L)
hg−1(s)(−1)d tr(gd | E˜1, a/ds)/d.
The convolution inverse hg−1(n) of h is 0 if n contains an odd square and
(−1)n+k/p1 · · · pk, where the pi are the different primes dividing n, else. For
odd n we can write this as hg−1(n)=(mh)(n). Using that tr(gd | E˜1, a)=
tr(g (d, N) | E˜1, a) and that N is odd we can show that mult1(a) gets its
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nonzero contributions from the terms with ds | N. Note that this statement
is false for even N. Hence
mult1(a)= C
ds | ((a, L), N)
m(s) tr(gd | E˜1, a/ds)/ds.
To calculate the trace of g on Lg(E0) we use
C
n \ 0
(−1)n tr(g |Ln(V)) qn=exp 3 − C
n > 0
tr(gn | V) qn/n4
and Lg(V1 À V2)=Lg(V1) é Lg(V2). If we express the contributions of
Lg(E0) to the trace in the form
D
a ¥ LŒ+
(1−ea)mult0(a)=exp 3 − C
a ¥ LŒ+
C
n > 0
mult0(a) ena/n4
we find
mult0(a)= C
ds | (a, L)
hg−1(s) tr(gd | E˜0, a/ds)/d
with h(n)=1/n. This function is strongly multiplicative so that its
convolution inverse is mh. An argument as above then gives the expression
for mult0(a).
Next we calculate the trace of g on Hg(E). We have
Hg(E)=Â
a ¥ LŒ+
H˜g(E)a
with
H˜g(E)a= Â
p(r)=rŒ
Hg(E)(r, a)
for a=(rŒ, a) in LŒ. Clearly tr(g | H˜g(E)a) is 0 if a is not in L and
tr(g | H˜g(E)a) =tr(g | Hg(E)a) for a ¥ L. Let a ¥ L+ be m times a primitive
norm 0 vector l in L+. Then l is also primitive in II9, 1 and Hg(E)a is
determined by
R ÀÂ
n > 0
Hg(E)nl=Lg 1Â
n > 0
E0, nl 2 é Sg 1Â
n > 0
E1, nl 2 .
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g acts by gV on E0, nl 5 R é E8 and by gS on E1, nl 5 S (cf. Section 2).
Let ei and si be the eigenvalues of gV and gS. Then tr(g | Hg(E)a) is the
coefficient of qm in
1+C
n \ 1
tr(g | Hg(E)nl) qn=D
n \ 1
D
1 [ i [ 8
(1− eiqn)
(1+siqn)
.
This finishes the proof of the theorem.
We obtain another twisted denominator identity by taking the supertrace.
Theorem 4.2. Another twisted denominator identity corresponding to g is
given by
D
a ¥ LŒ+
(1−ea)mult(a)=1+C a(l) el
with
mult(a)= C
ds | ((a, L), N)
m(s)
ds
{tr(gd | E˜0, a/ds)− tr(gd | E˜1, a/ds)}
and a(l) is the coefficient of qm in
D
i, j
g(aiy)bi
g(cjy)dj
=D
i, j
D
n \ 1
(1−qain)bi
(1−qcjn)dj
if l is m times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
Proof. We replace g by −g on the odd part of G. Then the trace of g
on Lg(E) is
exp 3 − C
b ¥ LŒ+
C
n > 0
(tr(gn | E˜0, b)− tr(gn | E˜1, b)) enb/n4 .
When we write the trace in the form
D
a ¥ LŒ+
(1−ea)mult(a)
we find the expression stated in the theorem for the multiplicity. The trace
over Hg(E) is clear. This finishes the proof.
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5. TRACE GENERATING FUNCTIONS
In this section we calculate functions that generate the traces appearing
in the formulas for the multiplicities. Then we prove infinite product
identities which are similar to Jacobi’s classical identity.
Let g be an element of 2.Aut(E8) of odd order N and a
b1
1 · · · a
bk
k the cycle
shape of gV. We define modular functions
fg0(y)=
1
2
3D g(aiy)bi
g(aiy/2)bi g(2aiy)bi
−D g(aiy/2)
bi
g(aiy)2bi
4
and
fg1(y)=
1
2
3(tr(gS)− tr(gC))+(tr(gS)+tr(gC))D g(2aiy)bi
g(aiy)2bi
4
of weight − 12; bi. Note that the Fourier expansion of fg0 has only integral
powers of q.
Proposition 5.1. Let a ¥ LŒ. Then the trace tr(g | E˜0, a) is the coefficient
of q−a
2/2 in fg0(y) if a ¥ L and 0 else and tr(g | E˜1, a) is the coefficient of q−a
2/2
in fg1(y) if a ¥ L and 0 else.
Proof. First we calculate the trace of g on E˜0, a. Clearly the trace is 0 if
a is not in L. For a ¥ L we have tr(g | E˜0, a)=tr(g | E0, a). Write a=(r, a).
Then E0, a is isomorphic as a g-module to the subspace of V0, (1−a2)/2 of
degree r (cf. Section 2). This space is generated by products of fermionic
and bosonic oscillators and e r. The sum of the L0-contribution of the
oscillators and the L0-contribution of e r is 1/2−a2/2. The vector e r has
L0-eigenvaluer2/2 so that theL0-contributionof theoscillators is1/2−a2/2−
r2/2=1/2−a2/2. Now we go over to complexifications and choose a basis
of C é E8 in which gV is diagonal with eigenvalues ei. Then the trace of g
on E0, a is given by the coefficient of q (1−a
2)/2 in
D
n \ 1
D
1 [ i [ 8
(1+eiqn−1/2)
(1− eiqn)
.
Since we only need the half integral exponents of q in this expression we
can subtract the integral exponents. Hence tr(g | E˜0, a) is the coefficient of
q−a
2/2 in
1
2q1/2
3D
n \ 1
D
1 [ i [ 8
(1+eiqn−1/2)
(1− eiqn)
−D
n \ 1
D
1 [ i [ 8
(1− eiqn−1/2)
(1− eiqn)
4 .
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The ai are all odd so that <(1+eiqn−1/2)=<(1+qai(n−1/2))bi. This proves
the first statement.
In the odd part there are two types of ground states on which g acts
differently, namely spinors and conjugate spinors depending on the number
of fermionic excitations. Here the trace generating function is given by
tr(gS)D
even
(q)+tr(gC)D
odd
(q)
where
D
even
(q)=
1
2
3D
n \ 1
D
1 [ i [ 8
(1+eiqn)+D
n \ 1
D
1 [ i [ 8
(1− eiqn)4
×D
n \ 1
D
1 [ i [ 8
1
(1− eiqn)
is the contribution of an even number of fermionic excitations to the trace
and
D
odd
(q)=
1
2
3D
n \ 1
D
1 [ i [ 8
(1+eiqn)−D
n \ 1
D
1 [ i [ 8
(1− eiqn)4
×D
n \ 1
D
1 [ i [ 8
1
(1− eiqn)
the contribution of an odd number of fermionic excitations to the trace.
This proves the second statement.
Next we calculate the trace of gd on E˜0, a and E˜1, a where d is a divisor of
N. Write a=(rŒ, a). For rŒ ¥ EgV8 Œ there is an element r + Œ ¥ EgV+8 Œ unique up
to EgV+8 such that rŒ+r + Œ ¥ E8. Define S=(−rŒ+Eg
d
V
8 ) 5 (r + Œ+EgV +8 ). If S
is nonempty then S=c+Ld where Ld=E
gdV
8 5 EgV +8 and c in L −d is unique
up to Ld.
We write hjd(a) for the theta function of the coset c+Ld. For example
hj1(a)(y)=1 if rŒ ¥ EgV8 and hj1(a)(y)=0 if rŒ ¥ EgV8 Œ0EgV8 .
Proposition 5.2. The trace tr(gd | E˜0, a) is given by the coefficient of
q−a
2/2 in hjd(a)(y) f
gd
0 (y) and tr(g
d | E˜1, a) by the coefficient of q−a
2/2 in
hjd(a)(y) f
gd
1 (y).
Proof. We have
E˜0, a= Â
p(r)=rŒ
E0, (r, a)= Â
s ¥ r + −+EgV +8
E0, (rŒ+s, a).
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The nonzero contributions to the trace come from the spaces E0, (rŒ+s, a) with
rŒ+s ¥ Eg
d
V
8 . This is equivalent to s ¥ (−rŒ+Eg
d
V
8 ) 5 (r + Œ+EgV+8 )=S. The
no-ghost theorem now implies the result for tr(gd | E˜0, a). The trace of gd on
E˜1, a follows analogously.
Note that the functions in the proposition are again modular functions
of weight − 12; bi.
The first application of the twisted denominator identities is the following.
Proposition 5.3. Suppose that gV and gS have the same cycle shape.
Then fg0(y)=f
g
1(y).
Proof. If gV and gS have the same cycle shape the twisted denominator
identity in Theorem 4.2 is trivial. This is only possible if the generating
functions for the traces in the even and the odd part are equal.
For g=1 the identity is
1
2q1/2
3D
n \ 1
(1+qn−1/2)8−D
n \ 1
(1−qn−1/2)84=8 D
n \ 1
(1+qn)8
which is Jacobi’s ‘‘rather obscure formula’’. We get 7 similar identities from
the other elements of odd order which we list as:
1
2q1/2
3D
n \ 1
(1+q3n−3/2)2 (1+qn−1/2)2−D
n \ 1
(1−q3n−3/2)2 (1−qn−1/2)24
=2 D
n \ 1
(1+q3n)2 (1+qn)2 (3E)
1
2q1/2
3D
n \ 1
(1+q7n−7/2)(1+qn−1/2)−D
n \ 1
(1−q7n−7/2)(1−qn−1/2)4
=D
n \ 1
(1+q7n)(1+qn) (7A)
1
2q1/2
3D
n \ 1
(1+q3n−3/2)3
(1+qn−1/2)
−D
n \ 1
(1−q3n−3/2)3
(1−qn−1/2)
4=−D
n \ 1
(1+q3n)3
(1+qn)
(3D)
1
2q1/2
3D
n \ 1
(1+q3n−3/2)4
(1+qn−1/2)4
−D
n \ 1
(1−q3n−3/2)4
(1−qn−1/2)4
4
=
1
2
D
n \ 1
(1+q3n)4
(1+qn)4
−
9
2
D
n \ 1
(1−q3n)4
(1−qn)4
(3B)
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1
2q1/2
3D
n \ 1
(1+q5n−5/2)2
(1+qn−1/2)2
−D
n \ 1
(1−q5n−5/2)2
(1−qn−1/2)2
4
=
1
2
D
n \ 1
(1+q5n)2
(1+qn)2
−
5
2
D
n \ 1
(1−q5n)2
(1−qn)2
(5B)
1
2q1/2
3D
n \ 1
(1+q9n−9/2)
(1+qn−1/2)
−D
n \ 1
(1−q9n−9/2)
(1−qn−1/2)
4
=
1
2
D
n \ 1
(1+q9n)
(1+qn)
−
3
2
D
n \ 1
(1−q9n)
(1−qn)
(9B)
1
2q1/2
3D
n \ 1
(1+qn−1/2)(1+q15n−15/2)
(1+q3n−3/2)(1+q5n−5/2)
−D
n \ 1
(1−qn−1/2)(1−q15n−15/2)
(1−q3n−3/2)(1−q5n−5/2)
4
=
1
2
D
n \ 1
(1+qn)(1+q15n)
(1+q3n)(1+q5n)
+
1
2
D
n \ 1
(1−qn)(1−q15n)
(1−q3n)(1−q5n)
(15B)
6. THE EXAMPLES
Now we calculate the twisted denominator identities explicitly using the
above formulas for the trace generating functions. In general the multi-
plicities are given by the coefficients of sums of products of modular
functions. We obtain nice identities by using the following strategies. In
cases with supersymmetry, i.e., gV and gS have the same cycle shape, the
twisted denominator identity of Theorem 4.1 admits a simple description.
The expressions for the multiplicities can be simplified using the
S-transformation of fg1 . Often we can even express everything in terms of
fg1 . The reason we give both descriptions is that the former is helpful for
proving that the twisted denominator identity defines an automorphic
form. If g has different cycle shapes in the vector and spinor representation
then the identity of Theorem 4.2 gives nice results. Here the expressions for
the multiplicities can be simplified using the inverse of the trace over
Hg(E).
We remark that the identities between modular functions we give below
can be proven in the standard way, that is, by comparing sufficiently many
coefficients.
The cases of order 15 can be worked out in the same way as the other
cases. We do not give the results here because the formulas are rather long.
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Elements of Order 3
For an element of type 3A the generating functions are
fg0(y)=
g(y)5 g(3y)
2g(y/2)5 g(2y)5 g(3y/2) g(6y)
−
g(y/2)5 g(3y/2)
2g(y)10 g(3y)2
=5+41q+246q2+1140q3+4552q4+16191q5+52806q6+·· ·
and
fg1(y)=−4
g(2y)5 g(6y)
g(y)10 g(3y)2
=−4−40q−240q2−1128q3−4520q4−16128q5−52656q6+·· · .
Define
f(y)=
g(3y)3
g(y)9
=1+9q+54q2+252q3+1008q4+3591q5+11718q6+·· · .
Then
fg0(y)−f
g
1(y)=9f(y)
and
Proposition 6.1. Let L=E6 À II1, 1. Then the twisted denominator
identity corresponding to an element of type 3A is
D
a ¥ L+
(1−ea)[9f](−a
2/2) D
a ¥ 3L+
(1−ea)[−3f](−a
2/18)=1+C a(l) el
where a(l) is the coefficient of qn in
g(y)9
g(3y)3
=1−9q+27q2−9q3−117q4+216q5+27q6+·· ·
if l is n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
Note that we do not get contributions from 3LŒ.
This identity is the denominator identity of a generalized Kac–Moody
superalgebra whose simple roots are the norm 0 vectors in L+. A simple
root l has multiplicity 6 if l is 3n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and
multiplicity 9 else.
The identity is also related to the denominator identity of the fake
monster algebra twisted by an automorphism of cycle shape 1−339 and
defines an automorphic form for O8, 2(R) of weight 3.
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Now let g be an element of type 3B. The generating functions
fg0(y)=
g(y/2)4 g(2y)4 g(3y)4
2g(y)4 g(3y/2)4 g(6y)4
−
g(y)8 g(3y/2)4
2g(y/2)4 g(3y)8
=−4−4q+12q2−12q3−20q4+72q5−60q6−96q7+300q8+·· ·
and
fg1(y)=−
9
2
+
g(y)8 g(6y)4
2g(2y)4 g(3y)8
=−4−4q+12q2−12q3−20q4+72q5−60q6−96q7+300q8+·· ·
are equal as they should be because g has the same cycle shape in the
vector and spinor representation. We define the functions
f(y)=fg0(y)=f
g
1(y)
and
h(y)=
g(y)8 g(y/6)4
g(y/2)4 g(y/3)8
=g0(y)+g1(y)+· · ·+g5(y),
where the gi(y) are T-invariant functions of the form gj(y)=; [gj](n) qn
with n ¥ Z+j/6, for example,
g0(y)=−76q−1820q2−22756q3−199036q4−1374888q5− · · · .
Then we have
1
3
38hE8 (y) g(2y)8
g(y)16
−f(y)4=4+684q+16380q2+204804q3+1791324q4+·· ·
=4−9g0(y) .
An even simpler expression for these numbers is obtained from
[3g0](n)=[4+f](9n) .
We get
Proposition 6.2. Let L=II1, 1. The twisted denominator identity corre-
sponding to an element of type 3B is
D
a ¥ L+
11−ea
1+ea
2[f](−a2/2) D
a ¥ 3L+
11−ea
1+ea
2[−8−3f](−a2/2)=1+C a(l) el,
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where a(l) is the coefficient of qn in
g(2y)4 g(3y)8
g(y)8 g(6y)4
=1+8q+40q2+152q3+488q4+1392q5+3640q6+·· ·
if l is n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
The case 3C is now very simple. The generating functions here are
fg0(y)=
g(y/2)4 g(2y)4 g(3y)4
2g(y)4 g(3y/2)4 g(6y)4
−
g(y)8 g(3y/2)4
2g(y/2)4 g(3y)8
=−4−4q+· · ·
as in case 3B and
fg1(y)=
9
2
+
g(y)8 g(6y)4
2g(2y)4 g(3y)8
=5−4q+12q2−12q3−20q4+·· ·
so that
fg0(y)−f
g
1(y)=−9
and
Proposition 6.3. Let L=II1, 1. The twisted denominator identity corre-
sponding to an element of type 3C is
D
a ¥ L+
(1−ea)[−9](−a
2/2) D
a ¥ 3L+
(1−ea)[3](−a
2/18)=1+C a(l) el,
where a(l) is the coefficient of qn in
g(3y)3
g(y)9
=1+9q+54q2+252q3+1008q4+3591q5+11718q6+·· ·
if l is n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
This is the denominator identity of a generalized Kac–Moody
superalgebra whose simple roots are the norm 0 vectors in L+. A simple
root l has multiplicity −6 if l is 3n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+
and multiplicity −9 else.
The elements of type 3D have the same cycle shape in all 3 representa-
tions so that the generating functions for the traces are equal. We define
f(y)=fg0(y)=f
g
1(y)=−
g(y)2 g(6y)3
g(2y) g(3y)6
=−1+2q−6q3+10q4−24q6+·· ·
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and
h(y)=
g(y)2 g(y/6)3
g(y/2) g(y/3)6
=g0(y)+g1(y)+· · ·+g5(y)
where the gj have Fourier expansions with exponents in Z+j/6. For
example
g0(y)=1+78q+1392q2+14550q3+111750q4+696960q5+·· ·
g2(y)=6q2/6+222q8/6+3180q14/6+29520q20/6+209820q26/6+·· ·
g4(y)=24q4/6+576q10/6+6936q16/6+58176q22/6+385968q28/6+·· · .
The expressions for the multiplicities are simplified through the following
results
1
3
38hE6 (y) g(2y)8
g(y)16
−f(y)4=3+234q+4176q2+43650q3+335250q4+·· ·
=3g0(y)
and
8hc+E6 (y) g(2y)
8
3g(y)16
=72q2/3+1728q5/3+20808q8/3+174528q11/3+·· ·
=3g4(y),
where c is an element in E −6 0E6. An even simpler expression for these
numbers is obtained from
[gj](n)=[−f](9n) for j=0, 2, 4.
We get
Proposition 6.4. Let L=A2 À II1, 1. The twisted denominator identity
corresponding to an element of type 3D is
D
a ¥ L+
11−ea
1+ea
2[f](−a2/2) D
a ¥ 3LŒ+
11−ea
1+ea
2[−3f](−a2/2)=1+C a(l) el
where a(l) is the coefficient of qn in
g(2y) g(3y)6
g(y)2 g(6y)3
=1+2q+4q2+2q3+2q4+4q6+4q7+4q8+·· ·
if l is n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
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The case 3E is also supersymmetric. We define the generating function
f(y)=2
g(6y)2 g(2y)2
g(3y)4 g(y)4
=2+8q+24q2+72q3+184q4+432q5+984q6+·· ·
and
h(y)=
g(y/6)2 g(y/2)2
g(y/3)4 g(y)4
=g0(y)+g1(y)+· · ·+g5(y)
with
g0(y)=−2−72q−984q2−8712q3−59256q4−335664q5− · · ·
g2(y)=−8q2/6−184q8/6−2112q14/6−16912q20/6−107504q26/6− · · ·
g4(y)=−24q4/6−432q10/6−4344q16/6−31968q22/6−191424q28/6− · · · .
The orthogonal complement of EgV8 here is A
2
2. The theta function of a
coset c+A22 depends only on c
2/2 which can take the values 0, 1/3 and
2/3mod 1.
1
3
38hA22 (y) g(2y)8
g(y)16
−f(y)4=2+72q+984q2+8712q3+59256q4+·· ·
=−g0(y)
and
8hc+A22 (y) g(2y)
8
3g(y)16
=8q2/6+184q8/6+2112q14/6+16912q20/6+·· ·
=−g2(y)
with c2/2=1/3mod 1 and
8hc+A22 (y) g(2y)
8
3g(y)16
=24q4/6+432q10/6+4344q16/6+31968q22/6+·· ·
=−g4(y)
for c2/2=2/3mod 1. Using
[−gj](n)=[f](3n) for j=0, 2, 4 .
we get
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Proposition 6.5. Let L=A2 À A2 À II1, 1. The twisted denominator
identity corresponding to an element of type 3E is
D
a ¥ L+
11−ea
1+ea
2[f](−a2/2) D
a ¥ 3LŒ+
11−ea
1+ea
2[f](−a2/6)=1+C a(l) el
where a(l) is the coefficient of qn in
g(3y)4 g(y)4
g(6y)2 g(2y)2
=1−4q+4q2−4q3+20q4−24q5+4q6−32q7+·· ·
if l is n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
This identity is the denominator identity of a supersymmetric generalized
Kac–Moody superalgebra. The simple roots are the norm 0 vectors in L+.
Their multiplicities as even and odd roots are equal. Let l be a simple root.
Then mult0(l)=mult1(l)=4 if l is 3n times a primitive norm 0 vector in
L+ and mult0(l)=mult1(l)=2 else.
The identity also defines an automorphic form for O6, 2(R) of weight 2.
Elements of Order 5
The cases here are completely analogous to the cases 3A, 3B, and 3C so
that we only state the results.
First let
f(y)=
g(5y)
g(y)5
=1+5q+20q2+65q3+190q4+505q5+1260q6+·· · .
We have
Proposition 6.6. Let L=A4 À II1, 1. Then the twisted denominator
identity corresponding to an element of type 5A is
D
a ¥ L+
(1−ea)[5f](−a
2/2) D
a ¥ 5L+
(1−ea)[−f](−a
2/50)=1+C a(l) el
where a(l) is the coefficient of qn in
g(y)5
g(5y)
=1−5q+5q2+10q3−15q4−5q5−10q6+·· ·
if l is n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
This identity is the denominator identity of a generalized Kac–Moody
superalgebra whose simple roots are the norm 0 vectors in L+. A simple
root l has multiplicity 4 if l is 5n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and
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multiplicity 5 else. The identity is related to the denominator identity of the
fake monster algebra twisted by an automorphism of cycle shape 1−155 and
defines an automorphic form for O6, 2(R) of weight 2.
Next define
f(y)=−
5
2
+
g(y)4 g(10y)2
2g(2y)2 g(5y)4
=−2−2q+2q2+2q4−2q5−8q6+8q7+·· · .
We get
Proposition 6.7. Let L=II1, 1. The twisted denominator identity corre-
sponding to an element of type 5B is
D
a ¥ L+
11−ea
1+ea
2[f](−a2/2) D
a ¥ 5L+
11−ea
1+ea
2[−8−5f](−a2/2)=1+C a(l) el,
where a(l) is the coefficient of qn in
g(2y)2 g(5y)4
g(y)4 g(10y)2
=1+4q+12q2+32q3+76q4+164q5+336q6+·· ·
if l is n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
For the last case of order 5 we find
Proposition 6.8. Let L=II1, 1. The twisted denominator identity corre-
sponding to an element of type 5C is
D
a ¥ L+
(1−ea)[−5](−a
2/2) D
a ¥ 5L+
(1−ea)[1](−a
2/50)=1+C a(l) el
where a(l) is the coefficient of qn in
g(5y)
g(y)5
=1+5q+20q2+65q3+190q4+505q5+1260q6+·· ·
if l is n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
This is the denominator identity of a generalized Kac–Moody
superalgebra whose simple roots are the norm 0 vectors in L+. A simple
root l has multiplicity −4 if l is 5n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+
and multiplicity −5 else.
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Elements of Order 7
The case 7A is analogous to the case 3E so that again we only state the
results. We define the generating function
f(y)=
g(14y) g(2y)
g(7y)2 g(y)2
=1+2q+4q2+8q3+14q4+24q5+40q6+66q7+·· · .
Proposition 6.9. Let L=(21
1
4) À II1, 1. The twisted denominator identity
corresponding to an element of type 7A is
D
a ¥ L+
11−ea
1+ea
2[f](−a2/2) D
a ¥ 7LŒ+
11−ea
1+ea
2[f](−a2/14)=1+C a(l) el
where a(l) is the coefficient of qn in
g(7y)2 g(y)2
g(14y) g(2y)
=1−2q+2q4−2q7+4q8−2q9−4q11+6q16+·· ·
if l is n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
The identity is the denominator identity of a supersymmetric generalized
Kac–Moody superalgebra whose simple roots are the norm 0 vectors in L+.
Let l be a simple root. Then mult0(l)=mult1(l)=2 if l is 7n times a
primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and mult0(l)=mult1(l)=1 else.
It also defines an automorphic form for O4, 2(R) of weight 1.
Elements of Order 9
For elements of type 9A we have generating functions
fg0(y)=
g(y)2 g(3y/2) g(6y) g(9y)
2g(y/2)2 g(2y)2 g(3y) g(9y/2) g(18y)
−
g(y/2)2 g(3y)2 g(9y/2)
2g(y)4 g(3y/2) g(9y)2
=2+5q+15q2+33q3+76q4+153q5+306q6+573q7+·· ·
fg1(y)=−
g(2y)2 g(3y)2 g(18y)
g(y)4 g(6y) g(9y)2
=−1−4q−12q2−30q3−68q4−144q5−288q6−552q7− · · · .
Let
f(y)=
g(3y)
g(y)3
=1+3q+9q2+21q3+48q4+99q5+198q6+375q7+·· · .
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Then
fg0(y)−f
g
1(y)=3f(y)
and
Proposition 6.10. Let L=A2 À II1, 1. The twisted denominator identity
corresponding to an element of type 9A is
D
a ¥ L+
(1−ea)[3f](−a
2/2) D
a ¥ 3L+
(1−ea)[−f](−a
2/18)=1+C a(l) el
where a(l) is the coefficient of qn in
g(y)3
g(3y)
=1−3q+6q3−3q4−6q7+6q9+6q12+·· ·
if l is n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
This identity is the denominator identity of a generalized Kac–Moody
superalgebra whose simple roots are the norm 0 vectors in L+. A simple
root l has multiplicity 2 if l is 3n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and
multiplicity 3 else.
The case 9B is supersymmetric. We define the generating function
f(y)=−
3
2
+
g(y)2 g(18y)
2g(2y) g(9y)2
=1−q+q4−2q10+2q13+q16−4q19+·· ·
and
h(y)=
g(y)2 g(y/18)
g(y/2) g(y/9)2
=q1/18−q2/18+q3/18−2q4/18+3q5/18−4q6/18+5q7/18+·· ·
=g0(y)+g1(y)+· · ·+g17(y),
where the gj are defined as usual. We find
Proposition 6.11. Let L=II1, 1. The twisted denominator identity
corresponding to an element of type 9B is
D
a ¥ L+
11−ea
1+ea
2[f](−a2/2) D
a ¥ 3L+
11−ea
1+ea
2[h−3 C g3j+1](−a2/162)
× D
a ¥ 9L+
11−ea
1+ea
2[1−3h](−a2/162)
=1+C a(l) el
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where a(l) is the coefficient of qn in
g(2y) g(9y)2
g(y)2 g(18y)
=1+2q+4q2+8q3+14q4+24q5+40q6+64q7+·· ·
if l is n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
For elements of type 9C we get
Proposition 6.12. Let L=II1, 1. The twisted denominator identity
corresponding to an element of type 9C is
D
a ¥ L+
(1−ea)[−3](−a
2/2) D
a ¥ 3L+
(1−ea)[1](−a
2/18)=1+C a(l) el,
where a(l) is the coefficient of qn in
g(3y)
g(y)3
=1+3q+9q2+21q3+48q4+99q5+198q6+375q7+·· ·
if l is n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and 0 else.
This is the denominator identity of a generalized Kac–Moody super-
algebra whose simple roots are the norm 0 vectors in L+. A simple root l
has multiplicity −2 if l is 3n times a primitive norm 0 vector in L+ and
multiplicity −3 else.
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